
House Cleaning vs Spring Cleaning Comparison  

Type of Service 
House 

Cleaning 
Spring 

Cleaning 
Bathroom  
Clean shower/tub + + 
Remove any sand/hair + + 
Clean and Deodorize toilet (inside, outside, behind and around the 
base)  

+ + 

Clean sink + + 
Clean glass shower/tub doors + + 
Clean mirrors + + 
Polish steel/brass handles and faucets  + + 
Straighten up towels and robes + + 
Vacuum and hand wash floor with detergent and water + + 
Empty trash can  + + 
Deep Scrub shower/tub +
Dust and polish any shelves and/or outside cabinets +
Dust bathroom door and trim starting with the top +
Wipe down baseboards and window sills +
Wipe down top of shower door +
Dust/wipe blinds +
Apply rust remover to toilet, sink, tub if needed +
Look for and remove any cob webs +
*** We do not clean inside of the cabinets and drawers. Inside of closets would be cleaned 
during our spring cleaning service ONLY if the closet is empty.  

Kitchen 
Clean stove top + + 
Clean inside/outside of oven (inside only if not self-cleaning type) + + 
Clean outside of refrigerator + + 
Clean sink, behind and around it + + 
Wipe all counter tops + + 
Vacuum and hand wash kitchen floor with detergent and water + + 
Empty trash can + + 



Spot clean outside of kitchen cabinets + + 
Clean small appliances on counter top and under + + 
Clean metal grids on stove top +
Clean inside of refrigerator, all shelves and bins (if empty or near 
empty) 

+

Clean inside of freezer (if empty or near empty) +
Clean refrigerator gaskets +
Vacuum and/or wipe down heaters and vents on floor or ceiling +
Clean outside of all cabinets and drawers +
Dust/vacuum on top of kitchen cabinets +
Dust all the doors and trim +
Wipe down ceiling fan +
Dust/wipe down blinds +
Wipe down all baseboards, window sills and window trim +
Look for and remove any cob webs +

***If the oven is self cleaning,please turn it on a day before the 
service 
*** We do not clean inside of the cabinets and drawers. Inside of closets would be cleaned 
during our spring cleaning service ONLY if the closet is empty. 

Bedrooms/ Living Rooms/ Dining Rooms 
Straighten up clothes, toys, books, newspapers...etc. (if house has 
much disarray and clutter extra charges may apply) 

+ + 

Neatly organize pillows, fold blankets and covers on all sofas and 
beds 

+ + 

Dust and clean all furniture (horizontal surfaces within reach) + + 
Dust all lamps and shelves (if empty or small clutter) + + 
Wipe down all TV/DVD/Stereo/Radio...etc with clean and dry towel + + 
Clean mirrors + + 
Vacuum and mop  floors + + 
Empty small trash cans + + 
Wipe down all pictures/paintings on walls + + 
Dust all doors and trim starting from top down +



Wipe down all baseboards, window sills and window trim +
Wipe down all ceiling fans +
Wipe down / dust all blinds +
Vacuum and/or wipe down heaters and vents on floor or ceiling +
Take everything off the shelves and wipe under (excluding full book 
shelves) 

+

Clean behind and under all movable furniture +
Clean and vacuum all sofas, chairs, pillows and under pillows +
Dust and clean all furniture (vertical surfaces within reach) +
Look for and remove any cob webs +

*** We do not unplug or move electronics 
*** We do not move extremely heavy, dangerous to move or 
breakable furniture, such as china cabinets, piano, etc... or if 
special equipment is needed 
*** If house is very dirty or in disarray or contains many small 
items(“nick knacks”) or clutter extra charges may apply 

Laundry Room 
Clean utility sink + + 
Wipe down washer and dryer  + + 
Wipe down all counters + + 
Empty trash can + + 
Vacuum and mop floor + + 
Wipe down all baseboards, window sills and window trim +
Wipe down all blinds +
Wipe down outside of cabinets and drawers +
Look for and remove any cob webs +

Stairs 
Vacuum and mop stairs + + 
Wipe glass on front door + + 
Wipe down all railings, baseboards and window sills along the +



staircase 
Clean all cob webs +


